**The Analysis**

1. **FASHION QUEEN**
   - Drivers: A. BARRIER
   - Trainers: Ph. Altaire
   - Prob. Odds: 14/1
   - It is a mare of good quality but it has just proven faulty on two occasions.
   - It realised a good meeting and is in good form but would have preferred him barefooted.

2. **ECAILL DU MIREL**
   - Drivers: J.-C. PITON
   - Trainers: Mme S. Vachet
   - Prob. Odds: 24/1
   - A model of consistency who discovers a beautiful entry. It is said to be dangerous. It cannot be blamed but it does not have much margin. For the places.

3. **DéFI PIERJi**
   - Drivers: L. ABRIVARD
   - Trainers: L.-C. Abrivard
   - Prob. Odds: 7/1
   - It did not have the best of trips last time. It has never run righthanded.

4. **DIASCALIA**
   - Prob. Odds: 9/1
   - It won a race at Reims last year and its last outing served as preparation.

5. **DÉLFINO**
   - Prob. Odds: 12/1
   - It confirmed its beautiful form at Cagnes and discovers an entry that suits it. Chance, it always runs well but would be contained of little places. End of ticket.

6. **CASTING DE CHENU**
   - Prob. Odds: 27/1
   - Was not unworthy this winter but would be clearly better on such distances.

7. **CALIUS DES BOSC**
   - Prob. Odds: 5/1
   - Fulfilled its obligations this winter and it recently ran well despised a fake take-off.

8. **DÉFI PIERJi**
   - Prob. Odds: 89/1
   - This is a brave horse who is doing its best. It would be fun of this distance.

9. **BELLE LOUISE MABON**
   - Prob. Odds: 64/1
   - It did its job this winter but it is limited at the margin. For a prize.

10. **COLT DES ESSARTS**
    - Prob. Odds: 25/1
    - It has just disappointed and is certainly not at 100% yet. It would target only a place.

11. **CLARA DU PONTSEUIL**
    - Prob. Odds: 96/1
    - It realised its best values under the saddle. We discard it for good.